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continuity of series of images. Since there is not only translation motion inside a frame, but also nontranslation motion between two frames, the motion in this video sequence is assumed as geometrical affine motion. Therefore, the well-known Inter-Frame predictive scheme adopted by the International Telecommunication Union, Telecommunication standardization sector (ITU-T), H.26x, or Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG), MPEG-X standard, can be modified to serve this kind of video sequence by using the affine motion compensated frame.
A. Djamal et al. 7) introduced the adapted blockmatching method for optical flow estimation in catadioptric images. In their idea, the modified version of the classical block-based motion estimation is applied for estimating motion directly from either synthetic catadioptric images or the real one. The modification is done by changing the shape and size of both the block of pixels and the window search area.
This research focuses on developing a motion estimation scheme that can be used directly for the fisheye images. For some application, such as the video frame-rate conversion, slow-motion scene, scene flow, and fisheye compression, shifting the correction process to the final processing is a useful strategy. Furthermore, the basic concept of motion estimation applied to this research is the optical flow. By assuming that this concept will perform very well to overcome the deformation of objects on the fisheye images, the research firstly applies the basic idea of optical flow that previously proposed by Lucas and Kanade (LK), Horn and Schunck (HS), and an equidistant motion model to obtain preliminary results. From then on, a proposed concept is employed to achieve a better result. The proposed concept extends the LK's scheme with a supplementary self-improvement mechanism that autonomously looks for the highest performance of the motion estimation.
This method is similar to the pel-recursive motion estimation, particularly in making use of updating mechanism of motion vector value according to the previous prediction error. Nevertheless, either the way of calculating motion vectors or updating the result is very different. The conventional pel-motion estimation recursively estimates a motion vector of a pixel directly from neighboring pixels in the same frame (in scanned order) or to the corresponding pixel location in the next image frame. The refinement process is then performed by finding the least error between the current and the previous estimation 1) . In the proposed scheme, on the other hand, the calculation of motion vectors is carried out between two successive frames by using LK's scheme, while the further refinement process relies on the quality of a reconstructed image produced by transforming the first image by using the obtained motion vectors as transformation parameters.
The advantage of the proposed scheme is that the obtained motion vectors are more reliable, although, the motion speed of an object in the fisheye images area varies. Moreover, the proposed scheme can be used for overcoming motion in the fisheye images that caused by a change of intensity, a change of object shape, fluctuating number of object motion, or poor camera stability. If such fisheye image characteristics are assumed as integrated parts of higher order Tylor series that is ignored when the optical flow constraint problem is defined, the proposed method can be a practical solution for the absence of this parameter.
Motion Estimation Design Methodology
The fundamental process of estimating motion directly from sequential fisheye images cannot be separated from the performance evaluation mechanism. This because it is critical to confirm that the predicted motion occurs accurately. Therefore, it can be used for further applications. For that reason, in this research, the organic method of motion estimation is designed to follow a flowchart shown in Fig. 1 .
The images input is two successive fisheye images.
These images are taken from a sequential fisheye image.
Every pair of fisheye images is then inputted into an optical flow calculation process. The heart of estimating motion between the two consecutive fisheye images is in this process. The optical flow calculation process will produce motion vectors from the first fisheye image to the second one (forward motion vectors). These vectors also denote as estimated motion vectors. In the next step, to be able to evaluate the performance of the estimated motion vectors, an imitation of the second fisheye image firstly has to be reconstructed. This step transforms the first fisheye image by making use of the motion vectors. Therefore, a reconstructed fisheye image can be generated. This reconstructed fisheye image finally can be evaluated quantitatively or qualitatively at the final process by comparing it with a proper fisheye image reference (e.g., the second fisheye image).
The Sequential Fisheye Images Input
There are twelve sequential fisheye images trained for evaluating the performance of each motion estimation concept. The characteristics of each sequential fisheye image, such as the number of fisheye image (frames), types of information, and information characteristic, are described explicitly in Table 1 . The information in all sequential fisheye images, except the cube and flowers, is captured by a Ricoh Theta S fisheye camera 8) . In this experiment, the data is only obtained through one side lens. The cube sequence is developed by using Blender software, while the flowers sequence is collected from ITE Trans. on MTA Vol. 7, No. 1 (2019) 22 Fig. 1 The motion estimation design methodology. Table 1 The characteristics of sequential fisheye images. the website of the multimedia communications and signal processing (LMS), Friedrich -Alexander University Erlangen -Nurnberg (FAU), Germany 9) . The camera position is in a static position when it is capturing the information contained in some sequential fisheye images, except the traffic I, traffic II, and people. Therefore, the last three fisheye image sequences also consist of small camera motion.
Optical Flow Calculation
The optical flow previously is used for obtaining motion vectors by calculating the spatiotemporal intensity derivative of two consecutive perspective images 1)10) . Now it can be utilized in the same manner for serving two consecutive fisheye images, and it is applicable for all fisheye images in a fisheye image sequence.
The basic concept of the optical flow comes from an assumption of brightness similarity of pixels between two successive fisheye images (FN1 and FN2), as shown in Fig. 2 . In this figure, FN denotes frame number (the fisheye image number). The assumption also means that intensity of a pixel projected on FN1 at t (I1(x1, y1)) is similar to its emergence on FN2 at t+1 (I2(x2, y2)), even though they are not in the same position due to the motion. Therefore, the assumption can be expressed as follows:
where the motion vectors for this case are denoted by u where Ix = ∂I/∂x and Iy = ∂I/∂y are the first derivatives of the fisheye image regarding horizontal and vertical successively, while ∂I/∂t is the difference between the first derivative of I 2 and I 1 . Nevertheless, since there are two unknowns in Eq. (2), this equation now becomes an optical flow problem (aperture problem) that have to be solved in a specific way.
Lucas and Kanade's Method
Lucas and Kanade (LK) propose a solution for Eq. (2) by incorporating n × n neighboring pixels 11)12) . They assume that pixels surrounding a pixel being observed behave almost the same as the observed pixel. 
Horn and Schunk's Method

Equidistance Projection Model
The equidistance projection (EP) model assumes that pixels on a fisheye image are composed by using an equidistance projection scheme 4)15) . In this scheme, motion on the fisheye image can be defined as follows:
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After calculating Eq. (7), E parameters (a, b, c, and d) can be divined. Therefore, the motion vectors denoted by Eq. (6) now can be obtained.
Lucas and Kanade's Method with Automatic
Self-Improvement (Proposed Approach)
This approach applies original LK's concept as a fundamental concept of calculating optical flow.
However, the calculation of the optical flow from two successive fisheye images is extended by incorporating an evaluation performance calculation (PSNR calculation). In image or video processing technology, PSNR (peak-to-peak signal-to-noise ratio) generally measures a level of likeness between two images. The PSNR can be calculated as follows 1) :
where a fisheye image (A) and its replication (Â ) have a size of N × M pixels. Each pixel location is indicated by pixel indices 1 ≤ i ≤ M and 1 ≤ j ≤ N. The MSE is also the abbreviation for the mean square error.
The reconstructed fisheye image (Â ) is developed from simple linear geometry transformation of (A) using the motion vectors of u and v 14)16) . In other words, each pixel (x, y) in A is mapped to each correspondence pixel (x*, y*)
in Â , and their relationship can be expressed as x* = ux and y* = vy. Since the destination point during the transformation process could lie in between two pixels or there would be more than one vector go in the same direction, both x* and y* would be difficult to be defined.
To overcome this condition simple bilinear interpolation
can be applied at the end of fisheye image reconstruction process 16)17) .
In this paper, this proposed method will then be named Lucas and Kanade's concept with an improvement (LKI). Fig. 3 shows a flowchart for this approach. By setting the PSNR to zero for the first time (IPSNR = 0), the calculation begins with a way of finding motion vectors between two successive fisheye images (FN1 and FN2) by using Eq. (3). From then on, the motion vectors (u and v) and the first fisheye image (FN1) are used for developing a reconstructed fisheye image (RI) as if it is the same as the second fisheye image (FN2). The RI is then compared with the FN2 to get a performance value. The performance value is indicated as a new PSNR. Until this stage, one cycle calculation has been performed. If the new PSNR is higher than the previous one, there will be the next cycle with the previous FN1 is updated by the new RI.
Otherwise, the calculation process will be stopped, and the motion vectors will be indicated as an aggregate of all motion vectors obtained in each cycle (u total and vtotal). The SSIM works with the highest computational complexity that caused by utilizing those three elements, although it provides the best accuracy among those image quality metrics. On the other hand, the MSE runs fastest since it only considers the differences between the two images, but of the three image quality metrics, the MSE offers the lowest accuracy. Selecting one of those image quality metrics for a specific purpose can be conducted based on many different aspects. One of them is to consider a trade-off between the computational complexity and the accuracy. Therefore, in this research, the PSNR is selected since it gives better accuracy with modest complexity. Additionally, the PSNR calculation can perform very well and more efficient, even though it works repeatedly.
Results and Discussion
This section will discuss the experimental processes comprehensively, including experimental setup, additional comparison schemes, estimated motion vectors, qualitative evaluation, quantitative evaluation, and processing time.
Because of the page limitation, there are only a few pictures that can be shown in this paper for the qualitative evaluation. However, in the quantitative measurement, the performance of each motion estimation scheme for all sequential fisheye images can be presented entirely in this paper.
Experimental Setup
To be able to implement all motion estimation schemes for serving different types of sequential fisheye images, a set of program code related to appropriate simulation environment is developed by using Matlab R2016.
The motion is estimated from two successive fisheye images, and it is applied to all fisheye images within each sequential fisheye image listed in Table 1 . The objective of the experiment is to pay attention to how far the proposed scheme (LKI) can increase the performance of motion vectors, in comparison with other schemes.
Two indicators of performance can be judged from qualitative (visual) and quantitative (PSNR) measurement. While the PSNR denotes a value of peak to peak error between the second image (FN2) and the reconstructed image (RI), visual performance can be seen directly from the quality of the inter-different fisheye image (IDI) and the RI. The finest IDI, the best RI (the RI is similar to the FN2). The highest PSNR, the lowest error of motion vectors.
Additional Comparison Schemes
In this research, the performance of LKI scheme is benchmarked against the one obtained from each block- A complete report of these concepts can be found in the reference 18) . The size of the macro-block used in this experiment is set to 8 × 8 pixels.
The Estimated Vectors
Motion vectors (MV) or optical flow (OF) can be obtained directly from each sequential fisheye image listed in Table 1 by using every OF scheme mentioned in 
The Qualitative Evaluation
Example of fisheye images taken from each sequential fisheye image listed in Table 1 can be seen in Fig. 6 (ad ), Fig. 7 (a -d) , and Fig. 8 (a -d show that each RI is not the same as each associated FN2. This condition is also reflected from each associated IDI. The white area in those IDI results occurs significantly. This condition also means that the error of the MV is very high. Nevertheless, the results are much better when the LKI scheme is applied, as shown in Fig. 6 (i -l), Fig. 7 (i -l), and Fig. 8 
The Quantitative Evaluation
In the quantitative evaluation, the performance of the LKI is proven to be higher than the other optical flow methods or even the seven types of block-based scheme.
The PSNR stays at a high level for each sequential fisheye image trained, as shown in Fig. 9 to Fig 20. Regarding some sequential fisheye images that the motion is scattered equally in the fisheye area at the same time, such as the flowers, traffic I, traffic II and people, the associated PSNR for the LKI process tends to be constant in the higher level, by comparison with other schemes.
The PSNR for the flowers (FQ), traffic I (TRQ-I), traffic II (TRQ-II), and people (PQ) are about 40 dB, 40 dB, 38 dB, and 35 dB, respectively. Those PSNR results can be seen in Fig. 10, Fig. 18, Fig. 19, and Fig. 20 , consecutively. Additionally, in which few sequential fisheye images consist of small camera motion, such as the TRQ-I, TRQ-II, and PQ, the PSNR obtained from the LKI scheme for each of them stays at the highest level.
In other words, small camera motion can be detected by the LKI process very well. of the fisheye image can be estimated very well by the LKI scheme.
Some sequential fisheye images that present single object with constant motion, such as the cube (CQ), hand (HQ), and train (TQ), present an exciting result, as shown in Fig. 9, Fig. 11, and Fig. 17 Fig.   13 , Fig. 14, Fig. 15, and Fig. 16 , respectively. When the LK, HS, EP and the seven types of block-based scheme are employed, and the position of the object is in front of the fisheye lens, but far away from the fisheye lens, the PSNR for each scheme is very high (at a maximum value). However, when the position of the object is closing to the fisheye lens, the PSNR for each scheme is going down gradually. It touches a minimum value when the object is located at the closest distance to the fisheye lens. The gap between the maximum and minimum PSNR obtained from those motion estimation schemes for the truck I, truck II, car I, and car II is around 26 dB, 30 dB, 35 dB, and 20 dB, respectively. However, the PSNR disparity obtained from the LKI scheme for the same sequence order can be reduced to about 6 dB, 12 dB, 12 dB, and 12 dB, respectively. Of the eleven motion estimation schemes, the LKI scheme generally achieves the highest score of PSNR for those sequences. Once again, the LKI process is beneficial to increase the performance of MV, especially to overcome the distortion problem around the center area of fisheye images.
The MV result obtained from the TRQ-I sequence almost remains constant at a high PSNR, although there is a slight fluctuation. However, in some frames, the PSNR attained by the LKI scheme is lower than that of the LK or EP method, as presented in Fig. 18 . This This condition happens because those fisheye images consist of simple object motions located outside the center area of the fisheye images. On the other hand, the LKI scheme in this experiment uses 10 × 10 neighboring pixels for every cycle of the PSNR calculation. This window size is very stable to find an initial MV. This situation means that the possibility of obtaining outlier vectors is very low. Therefore, the rest cycles will not propagate a lot of false vectors. However, the first PSNR calculation in the LKI scheme may be lower than that of the LK or EP method. Another advantage of using the LKI scheme is that the PSNR value for these kinds of sequence tends to be fluctuating in a tiny margin.
In the LKI scheme, the process of finding a maximum PSNR may resemble the mechanism of the hill climbing.
The hill climbing behaves to look for a maximum state of a function or to obtain a local maximum of an objective function using an iterative calculation 1) . Furthermore, the LKI scheme seeks a PSNR maximum through a ITE Trans. on MTA Vol. 7, No. 1 (2019) Fig. 9 PSNR versus frame number for the cube sequence (CQ). 
The Processing Time
The amount of time spent on obtaining MV from two successive fisheye images is defined as processing time. The LKI is very fast enough to find the best MV, especially when it has to obtain MV from synthetic sequences, such as the cube or flowers. However, the processing time for the flowers is longer than that of the 33 Paper » Automatic Self-Improvement Scheme in Optical Flow-Based Motion Estimation for Sequential Fisheye Images Table 2 The processing time (in second).
cube. This because the number of object motions in the flowers is more than that of the cube. However, they have the same characteristics, such as constant illumination, constant speed, and minor motions. On the other hand, the processing time for other sequences that have the same number of object motions with the cube, such as the hand, man, and train, is longer than that ofthe cube. This because they are real sequences that consist of inconstant illumination.
Regarding the truck I and truck II, the processing time for the truck II is lower than one second, while the truck I is higher than one second. This condition happens because the samples from the truck II consists of a small object, whereas the samples from the truck I consists of a massive object.
Besides, although the samples of the pair of fisheye images taken from the car I and car II is almost the same, the time processing for the car I is longer than that of the car II. This condition occurs since there is a significant difference in the brightness level of the object (the car) between the two samples. On the other hand, even though the samples taken from the traffic I are almost the same as the traffic II, the processing time for the samples taken from traffic II is slower than that of the traffic I. This condition happens due to the difference of the number of objects.
The processing time for each sample taken from the truck I, car I, car II, traffic II, and people, is higher than one. This condition happens because those samples consist of complex characteristics, such as many object motion (the traffic II and people), different illumination, and different brightness level of the object motion.
Conclusion
In this paper, the design and analysis of the optical flow-based motion estimation with the automatic selfimprovement scheme (LKI) for sequential fisheye images is shown. The final result proves that this proposed scheme can increase the performance of the MV. In the visual observation, the MV obtained from the LKI scheme can produce the finest RI that is almost the same as the fisheye image reference. That result also causes increases in the PSNR number. The PSNR obtained from the LKI scheme remain at a higher level in comparison with the ones obtained by using the original LK, HS, or ES. This condition occurs for every kind of sequential fisheye images trained. Furthermore, the PSNR results obtained from the LKI scheme are also better than the ones derived from the seven types of block-based motion estimations, including ES, TSS, SETSS, NTSS, FSS, DS, and ARPS.
Besides, to some extent, the LKI scheme also works very well to obtain MV from a sequential fisheye image with complex characteristics, such as inconsistent brightness, fluctuating number of object motion, changing shape of object motion, or poor camera stability. To be able to obtain MV from such kinds of fisheye images, the LKI process needs only below one second. However, when the characteristic of the fisheye images becomes more complex, the processing time increases slightly, but its performance remains at the high level. Arief Suryadi Satyawan received his master degree (M.T.) in information system and telecommunication engineering from Bandung Institute of Technology, Indonesia, in 2007. He has joined Indonesian Institute of Science since 1996. He is currently a Ph.D. student at Waseda University, Japan. His current research is the omnidirectional vision.
